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dOLECULAR APPROACHES TO UNDERSTANDING NEURAL
ETWORK PLASTICITY AND MEMORY: THE KAVLI PRIZE
NAUGURAL SYMPOSIUM ON NEUROSCIENCE
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bstract—The Kavli Prizes were awarded for the first time in
slo, Norway on September 9, 2008 to seven of the world’s
ost prominent scientists in astrophysics, nanoscience and
euroscience. The astrophysics prize was awarded jointly to
aarten Schmidt, of the California Institute of Technology,
SA, and Donald Lynden-Bell, of Cambridge University, UK;
he nanoscience prize was awarded jointly to Louis E. Brus,
f Columbia University, USA, and Sumio Iijima, of Meijo Uni-
ersity, Japan; and the neuroscience prize was awarded
ointly to Pasko Rakic, of the Yale University School of Med-
cine, USA, Thomas Jessell, of Columbia University, USA,
nd Sten Grillner, of the Karolinska Institute, Sweden. The
avli Prize is a joint venture of the Kavli Foundation, the
orwegian Academy of Science and Letters, and the Norwe-
ian Ministry of Education and Research.
The Kavli Prize Inaugural Symposium on Neuroscience
as held at the University of Oslo on 8 September, 2008,
rganized by L.H. Bergersen, E. Moser M.-B. Moser, and J.
torm-Mathisen. At this Symposium, seven leading neurosci-
ntists described their groundbreaking work, which encom-
asses some of the most important recent advances in the
eld of neuroscience, from molecule to synapse to network
o behavior. The Symposium was a fitting tribute to Fred
avli’s vision of neuroscience as an outstanding area of
rogress, and to the achievements of the winners of the first
avli Prize in Neuroscience. The main points of the Sympo-
ium presentations are summarized below. © 2009 IBRO.
ublished by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
ey words: Grillner S, Jessell TM, Rakic P, Gouaux E, Shatz CJ,
arder E, Gage FH, Bliss TV, Seeburg PH, Tonegawa S, adult
tem cells, amino acid transport systems (acidic), astrocytes,
entate gyrus, embryonic stem cells, glutamate plasma mem-
rane transport proteins, hippocampus, histocompatibility anti-
ens class I, long-term potentiation, memory, nerve net, neural
athways, neurogenesis, neurons, receptors (AMPA), receptors
N-Methyl-D-Aspartate), synapses, aging, amino acid transport sys-
ems, amino acids, analysis of variance, animals, aspartic acid,
voidance learning, axons, behavior (animal), binding sites, biologi-
Corresponding author. Tel: 47 97193044; fax: 47-22851278.
-mail address: jon.storm-mathisen@medisin.uio.no (J. Storm-Mathisen).
bbreviations: AB, anterior burster neuron; GFP, green fluorescent
rotein; KO, knockout; LTP, long term potentiation; LP, lateral pyloric
euron; MHC1, major histocompatibility complex class I; PD, pyloric
ilator neuron; PIRB, paired immunoglobulin-like receptor B; PY,i
yloric neuron; SPM, synaptic plasticity and memory; STG, stomato-
aster ganglion; 2M, 2-microglobulin.
306-4522/09 © 2009 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC
oi:10.1016/j.neuroscience.2009.07.046
965al markers, biological transport, biophysics, calcium signaling,
entral nervous system, cerebellum, computer simulation, condition-
ng (classical), crustacea, crystallography (X-Ray), cytoskeletal pro-
eins, dendritic spines, discrimination learning, electric stimulation,
lectrophysiology, excitatory amino acid antagonists, excitatory
ostsynaptic potentials, fear, ganglia (invertebrate), gene expres-
ion, glutamates, glutamic acid, green fluorescent proteins, humans,
mmunohistochemistry, kinetics, learning, leucine, ligands, maze
earning, membrane potentials, membrane transport proteins, mice,
ice (knockout), mice (transgenic), microscopy (confocal), micros-
opy (immunoelectron), models (neurological), motor activity, motor
eurons, nerve tissue proteins, neural conduction, neuronal plastic-
ty, neurotransmitter agents, neurotransmitter transport proteins,
atch-clamp techniques, perforant pathway, protein conformation,
rotein kinase C, protein structure (tertiary), protein subunits, psy-
homotor performance, receptors (neurotransmitter), retention (psy-
hology), sodium, space perception, spatial behavior, symporters,
ynaptic potentials, tetanus toxin, transcription factors.
he field of neuroscience has experienced explosive
rogress in the last decade, fueled by important and un-
xpected discoveries in the areas of protein structure and
unction, neural plasticity, neural networks, adult neuro-
enesis, learning and memory (Table 1). Some of these
ecent discoveries went strongly against the grain of es-
ablished dogma in the field of neurobiology. For example,
arly models of brain function proposed that adult brains
ere relatively immutable, and that neural networks in the
dult brain could be simply described as a static set of
onnections, akin to a wiring diagram in an electrical de-
ice. In contrast, speakers at this Symposium repeatedly
mphasized the concept of neural plasticity, which is crit-
cal not only during normal brain development, but also for
ssential functions of the adult brain, including learning
nd memory. The hippocampus (Fig. 1A) is the focus of
uch research on learning and memory, because animals
ith experimentally-induced total or region-specific hip-
ocampal dysfunction demonstrate gross or selective loss
f capacity to process information and learn (Fig. 1B).
nvironmental stimuli modulate brain structure and func-
ion, such that an enriched environment and physical ac-
ivity increase the rate at which new brain cells and new
ynaptic connections form and persist in the adult brain.
any ongoing studies use rodent model systems, and
hese systems allow neuroscientists to apply powerful mo-
ecular tools to analyze brain structure and function. So-
histicated use of transgenic mouse strains and engi-
eered viruses, as well as advances in imaging tech-
iques, allow researchers to analyze the properties of
ndividual neural cells, to measure activity at individual
-ND license.
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976966ynapses, to manipulate gene expression in specific cell
ypes or specific brain subregions, and to image brain
tructures with breathtaking resolution. For example, long
erm potentiation (LTP) can now be measured at a single
ynapse, individual adult-born neurons can be visualized
t multiple time points after their emergence in the dentate
yrus, and glutamatergic receptors, or even specific gluta-
atergic synapses, can be selectively inactivated in the
ntire forebrain or in subfields of the hippocampus.
The “ultimate” understanding of function at the molec-
lar level is how the individual atoms of proteins determine
he proteins’ actions, exemplified by Eric Gouaux’s work on
he structure of glutamate transporters, which are essential
or the performance of glutamatergic synapses. This level
f insight is a necessary basis for understanding brain
unction and pathology as well as for rational drug design.
urprisingly, and somewhat analogous to the multipurpose
oles of glutamate, the major histocompatibility complex
MHC) molecules of the immune system also modulate
rain function, providing a mechanism that limits activity-
ependent neuronal plasticity, as shown by the work of
arla Shatz. The buzzword most commonly mentioned
uring the Kavli Prize Neuroscience lectures was “activity-
ependent plasticity”, including the formation of new neu-
ons in the adult brain, championed by Fred Gage. One of
he most striking new developments in neuroscience re-
earch is the successful application of molecular tech-
iques at the level of the single cell. The dogma of hard-
ired neural circuits is a thing of the past. It is also note-
orthy, as shown by Eve Marder, that networks with widely
able 1. Symposium highlights
eurotransmitter transporters couple energetically-disfavorable
transport of one substrate to energetically-favorable co-transport
of a second substrate or ion. Crystallography reveals how atoms
in the protein interact with substrate and ions to effectuate
transport.
cular dominance plasticity, which is subject to positive and
negative regulatory control during development, is downregulated
by an MHC1/PIR-B-dependent pathway. Thus proteins governing
the immune system also contribute to the tuning of brain function.
eural circuit parameters in biological systems display a significant
amount of cell-to-cell and animal-to animal variation, without
significant degradation in circuit performance.
dult neural stem cells, which reside in the subgranular zone of the
hippocampal dentate gyrus and the subventricular zone of lateral
ventricles, are pluripotent cells that are capable of self-renewal.
Adult hippocampal neural stem cells give rise to neurons and
astrocytes in a context-dependent manner, and form functional
synapses that preferentially integrate with pre-existing circuits in
the dentate gyrus.
he synaptic plasticity and memory hypothesis suggest that LTP is
a physiological correlate of memory; this hypothesis is being
tested by manipulating synaptic responses in memory-specific
neural subnetworks.
lutamatergic synapses play a key role in hippocampus-dependent
learning. Specific AMPA and NMDA glutamate receptor subunits
and subtypes in the hippocampus play differential roles in spatial
working and spatial reference memory.
he trisynaptic pathway in the hippocampus is required for rapid
one-time contextual learning, but is dispensable for slow multi-trial
spatial tuning and other associative memory tasks in mice with a
functional monosynaptic pathway in the hippocampus.ifferent single unit properties can provide similar network nutput and behavior, indicating that multiple routes may
ead to successful adaptation. As emphasized by Timothy
liss at this Symposium, and recapitulated by the work of
eter Seeburg and Susumu Tonegawa, a challenge of the
uture is to understand how groups of neural cells work
ogether as neural subnetworks, enabling critical brain
unctions such as memory and learning. A beginning to this
s the dissection of how different glutamate receptor types
Seeburg) and different hippocampal synapses subserve
ifferent memory functions. Thus the multisynaptic ento-
hino-hippocampal circuit through the dentate gyrus and
A1 is required for one-trial learning of a new situation, as
pposed to slow multi-trial learning (Tonegawa). Could the
dult neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus (Gage) be somehow
nvolved in this clearly important function? In the realm of
eural networks, an exclusively reductionist approach may
ot be sufficient to reveal how a normal brain functions and
he causes of brain dysfunction, when it occurs. Undoubtedly,
uture molecular analyses at the level of the single cell or
ynapse, and at the network level, will continue to remodel
ur concept of human brain structure and function.
SYMPOSIUM SEMINAR PRESENTATIONS
ric Gouaux Portland, OR, USA
Structure and mechanism of neurotransmitter trans-
orters. Communication in the CNS of mammals is ef-
ected by a gradient in the concentration of neurotransmit-
ers, such as acetylcholine or glutamate, in the intercellular
pace between pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons,
lso called a neural synapse. Rapid and faithful synapse
unction requires cycles of neurotransmitter release, as
ell as a mechanism to clear neurotransmitter from the
ynaptic cleft. The latter function is provided by neuro-
ransmitter transporters.
Neurotransmitter transporters are found on neural glial
ells, as well as on pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neurons.
ecause most neurotransmitters are polar molecules, and
ecause their concentration is usually higher inside than out-
ide the cell, transport of a neurotransmitter across the mem-
rane and against a concentration gradient occurs despite
nergetic and thermodynamic barriers. Peter Mitchell, in a
eminal paper on membrane transport theory, proposed that
hese barriers might be overcome by coupling energetically-
isfavorable transport of one transporter substrate to ener-
etically-favorable co-transport of a second substrate or ion.
his model requires that binding of one substrate influences
inding of the second substrate. Recent studies have exten-
ively validated this model and provided evidence that neu-
otransmitters are transported against a concentration gradi-
nt by coupling their transport with transport of one or more
ons, most commonly sodium ions, whose intracellular con-
entration is typically very low.
The above model predicted that neurotransmitter
ransporters would minimally adopt two conformations: an
open-to-the-inside” conformation and an “open-to-the-out-
ide” conformation. However, the X-ray co-crystal struc-
ures of LeuT and Glt , bacterial orthologs of eukaryoticPh
eurotransmitter transporters for glycine/GABA/dopamine/
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976 967-HT/norepinephrine and glutamate/aspartate/alanine/
erine/cystine, respectively, showed that the two-state
ransporter concept was incorrect. Structural studies of
o-crystal complexes of GltPh, an archaebacterial Na
1-
oupled glutamate/aspartate transporter from Pyrococcus
orikoshii, unexpectedly revealed that aspartate and two
odium ions are completely buried within a polar chamber
ocated halfway across the membrane bilayer formed by
he tips of helical hairpins HP1 and HP2. This polar pocket
n GltPh is not accessible to the extracellular or intracellular
pace and is “gated” via movement of HP2. Two sodium
ons, localized near the bound aspartate, are coordinated
Pattern
Completion/
Rapid Encoding
Pattern Sepa
Novelty
Detection? 
A
B
ig. 1. A. The hippocampus. The primary excitatory circuit in the hip
nformation from neurons in layer II of the entorhinal cortex to dendrites
i.e., mossy fibers) project to proximal apical dendrites of CA3 pyramida
ollaterals and to contralateral CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells through
ells of the entorhinal cortex, forming a monosynaptic loop back to laye
A3 and dentate gyrus, are tightly packed in an interlocking C-sha
ippocampus. (Adapted with permission from Neves et al., 2008 Nat R
emory. Using hippocampus subregion specific NMDAR knockout mic
earning and memory. The dentate gyrus plays a dominant role in p
ompletion; and CA1 plays a dominant role in novelty detection. (Prorimarily by carbonyl oxygens in TM7, TM8, and HP2. espartate binding isotherms confirmed that binding of so-
ium and aspartate to GltPh is tightly coupled, such that a
5-fold increase in sodium concentration correlates with an
pproximately 1000-fold increase in affinity for aspartate.
ost remarkably, similar studies of bacterial LeuT re-
ealed a buried substrate binding site, local structural sim-
larity to GltPh in the vicinity of bound sodium ions, and
ighly co-operative ion-substrate binding behavior, despite
ack of protein sequence homology between LeuT and
ltPh.
Thus, the structures of GltPh and LeuT, and a large
ody of additional data suggest that secondary transport-
s is a trisynaptic loop, in which axons of the perforant path convey
le cells in the dentate gyrus. Axons of the dentate gyrus granule cells
ich, in turn, project to ipsilateral CA1 pyramidal cells through Schaffer
ural connections. CA1 pyramidal cells are also innervated by layer III
entorhinal cortex. The three major subfields of the hippocampus, CA1,
ngement. Multiple inhibitory neurons (not shown) also exist in the
sci.) B. Subfield-specific functions of the hippocampus in learning and
u Tonegawa’s laboratory demonstrated subfield-specific functions in
paration; CA3 plays a dominant role in rapid encoding and pattern
Susumu Tonegawa.)ration
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976968pen to the inside. Furthermore, the data suggest a trans-
ort cycle, in which (1) substrate and ion bind coopera-
ively to the transporter in the open-to-the-outside state; (2)
he transporter undergoes sequential conformational tran-
itions to the occluded (occupied) and open-to-the-inside
tates; (3) substrate and ion dissociate from the trans-
orter; and (4) the transporter cycles to an occluded
empty) state.
Extensive binding surveys showed that all transport-
ble ligands bind to LeuT in the occluded (occupied) con-
ormation, while non-transportable ligands (i.e., competi-
ive inhibitors), such as tryptophan, stabilize LeuT in the
pen-to-the-outside conformation. Because many mem-
ers of the superfamily of secondary transporters (Fig. 2),
ncluding antiporters such as ApcT (a bacterial homologue
f the glutamate/cystine antiporter), share a high degree of
tructural similarity with and adopt a nearly identical pro-
ein fold as LeuT, it has been proposed that molecules that
nhibit transport may share a common mechanism, in that
hey bind to and stabilize the open-to-the-outside confor-
ation of the transporter. This hypothesis has significant
herapeutic implications, because it could facilitate rational
esign of inhibitors for a wide range of proteins, including
ransporters at excitatory and inhibitory neural synapses.
arla J. Shatz Stanford, CA, USA
Moonlighting MHC1 and brain circuit tuning. Human
xperience, such as sensory input, can induce changes in
eural circuits, a phenomenon known as activity-dependent
eural plasticity. This process and its physiological/molecular
orrelates have been extensively analyzed in the context of
cular dominance, a property of the visual system of primates
nd other mammals, including mice. As the visual system
evelops, left- and right-eye specific neurons form segre-
ated connections to the lateral geniculate nuclei (LGN), and
ye-specific LGN axons, in turn, form connections with eye-
pecific columns in layer 4 of the primary visual cortex. Equal
paced eye-specific columns form when input from the left
nd right eyes is equal during critical developmental stages of
he visual system. In contrast, left- or right-eye visual depri-
ation during the critical periods leads to asymmetric eye-
pecific columns (uneven stripes) in the primary visual cortex.
hus, visual experience (i.e., neural activity) stimulates the
rowth and stabilization of neural connections, while lack of
ctivity in one eye reduces the extent of neural connectivity
rom that eye to the visual cortex.
It has been proposed that ocular dominance plasticity
s subject to both positive and negative regulatory controls.
ositive effectors of ocular dominance plasticity include
almodulin-dependent kinase II and brain-derived neuro-
rophic factor. Recent studies showed that major histocom-
atibility complex class I (MHC1) is widely expressed in the
rain, and that its expression is activity-dependent, despite
he fact that it was previously thought to have little or no
euronal function. In contrast, MHC1 expression colocal-
zes with synaptic markers—in hippocampal neurons, in-
luding PSD-95 (Fig. 3), and it is expressed at a low but
etectable level in cortical and thalamic neurons during wevelopment. Furthermore, expression of MHC1 is strongly
ownregulated by chronic activity blockade.
In order for MHC1 to form functional cell surface com-
lexes, MHC1-expressing cells must also express 2-mi-
roglobulin (2M) and the transporter associated with an-
igen processing (a TAP1/TAP2 heterodimer). Therefore,
2M–TAP1 double knockout (KO) mice show strongly re-
uced amounts of cell surface and intracellular MHC1 and
hese 2M–TAP1 knockout mice provide a useful system
o study the function of MHC1 in activity-dependent neu-
onal plasticity. When the monocular and binocular zones
f the visual cortex were measured in wildtype and 2M–
AP1 knockout mice with or without altered visual experience
ia one eye, the activity-dependent increase in the binocular
one, as measured by expression of Arc mRNA, was signif-
cantly greater in 2M–TAP1 knockout mice than in wildtype
ice. This observation showed that 2M/TAP1 negatively
egulates activity-dependent ocular dominance plasticity and
ndirectly implicated MHC1 molecules. To further explore a
irect requirement for MHC1, KbDb mutant mice which lack
ust two of the more than 60 MHC1 genes were studied:
cular dominance plasticity was also increased in thesemice,
emonstrating that one or both of the MHC1 proteins acts to
imit this form of synaptic plasticity.
Whole cell patch–clamp analysis of synapse functional
arameters was also carried out in cultures of wildtype and
2M–TAP1 knockout hippocampal neurons. The results
howed that mini excitatory postsynaptic current (mEPSC)
requency was 40% higher and the size of presynaptic
outons was modestly higher in 2M–TAP1 knockout neu-
ons than in wildtype neurons, whereas postsynaptic pa-
ameters (PSD-95 puncta size and mEPSC amplitude)
ere normal in 2M–TAP1 knockout neurons. Interest-
ngly, the phenotype of 2M–TAP1 knockout mice was
ery similar to the phenotype of mice with an inactivating
utation in PIRB (paired immunoglobulin-like receptor B),
n MHC1 receptor expressed in cortical neurons. Together
hese observations suggest that the activity-dependent
euronal function of MHC1 may also require PIRB. These
esults support a model in which ocular dominance plas-
icity is positively and negatively regulated during develop-
ent and in which MHC1 and PIRB are required for neg-
tive regulatory control of this process. The existence of
olecules that function to limit the amount of activity-
ependent plasticity in neuronal circuits is unexpected,
nd represents new opportunities for therapies following
amage to the nervous system.
ve Marder Waltham, MA, US
Beyond optimality: how good is good enough? The
yloric rhythm of the crustacean stomatogaster ganglion
STG) has been used as a test-bed functional neurological
ircuit. Advantages of this system include the fact that the
TG is composed of only 30 neurons, that the connectivity
iagram of the circuit is precisely known, and that it gen-
rates stereotyped motor patterns, including the pyloric
hythm. The characteristically triphasic pyloric rhythm is
roduced by the pacemaker anterior burster (AB) neuron,
hich is electrically coupled to two pyloric dilator (PD)
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976 969eurons, a single lateral pyloric (LP) neuron, and five to
ig. 2. The amino acid/polyamine/organocation (APC) transporter sup
gure presents a phylogenetic tree for the APC superfamily, including r
he center of the unrooted tree. B. This superfamily comprises importa
lutamate transporters at the plasmalemma (red) and vesicular membr
hat two representative members (LeuT and ApcT) have the same aright pyloric (PY) neurons. For many simulations and anal- c
ses of the pyloric rhythm, the AB and PD neurons are
A. ApcT is a bacterial ortholog of the glutamate/cystine antiporter. The
ative members of seven families. Each family stems from a point near
orters (light colors) at excitatory and inhibitory synapses, whereas the
y) belong to different families. Chrystal structure determination shows
. (Provided by Eric Gouaux.)erfamily.
epresent
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anes (greonsidered as a single bursting unit (AB/PD). The pyloric
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976970etwork continuously generates triphasic activity bursts in
he order LP–PY–PD, and the STG as a unit continues to
ycle rhythmically for several days when maintained under
ppropriate in vitro conditions. Interestingly, STGs from
uvenile and adult crustaceans differ in physical size many-
old without significant impact on the consistency of the
yloric rhythm. This suggests that circuit performance may
ave significant tolerance for variation in geometry and/or
ynaptic parameters, in the context of this model neuro-
ogical circuit.
It has been proposed that neuronal circuits tolerate
ignificant biological variation, and that circuit performance
emains high despite significant variation in circuit param-
ters. This hypothesis has been tested both computation-
lly and experimentally using the STG and the pyloric
hythm as a model system. Computational simulations
ere made for 20 million model pyloric circuits, in which
he strength of each synapse was varied independently
rom 0 to 100 nS (0, 3, 10, 30 or 100 nS), and the intrinsic
roperties of neurons in the model circuit were varied
ndependently. Neuronal properties used in these simula-
ions were based on a database of empiric measurements
n STG circuits. As a reference point for evaluating the
ehavior of the simulated circuits, the pyloric rhythm was
ecorded and analyzed in 99 lobsters, and the experimen-
ally-observed value range was determined for 15 critical
ircuit parameters (i.e., cycle period, burst duration, firing
ap, firing delay, etc.). Using these parameter value
ig. 3. MHC1 colocalizes with PSD-95 in hippocampal neurons. An
green). Left panel shows MHC1 immunoreactivity in hippocampal den
y arrows. Merged fields show colocalization of PSD-95 and MHC1 sig
t al., 2007 Proc Natl Acad Sci USA.)anges as criteria, approximately 20% of the 20 million fomputationally-defined model circuits were “pyloric-like”,
nd 11% of these models (452,000) were “pyloric” (i.e., pre-
icted values were within the range of experimentally-ob-
erved values). These data indicate that circuit performance
olerates significant diversity in synaptic strength and intrinsic
euronal properties (Fig. 4). For some circuit parameters,
everal orders of magnitude variation can be tolerated. It is
ossible that this level of variation provides a substrate for
atural selection, and thus confers evolutionary advantage in
he context of diverse environmental conditions.
The expression of four potassium channels (Shal,
K–KCa, Shab, Shaw) a hyperpolarization-activated in-
ard current channel (IH) and a sodium channel (Para)
as also analyzed by quantitative RT–PCR in six neu-
onal cell types (GM, IC, LP, LG, LPG, and PD). The
evel of expression of each channel in the same cell type
aried 3 to 5-fold from animal to animal (interanimal
ariability). However, the relative expression of different
hannels varied according to cell type and was highly
orrelated, such that a unique pattern of channel gene
xpression was associated with each cell type. This
esult suggests that one might be able to infer neuronal
ell identity by quantifying expression of a small number
f cell-type specific channel genes.
red Gage San Diego, CA, USA
Regulation and function of neurogenesis in the adult
ammalian brain. Early models of brain structure and
antibodies were detected with Cy3 (red), and anti-PSD-95 with Cy5
d spines. Right panels show PSD-95 immunostained puncta marked
ovided by Carla J. Shatz, and adapted with permission from Goddardti-MHC1
drites anunction suggested that connectivity in the adult brain
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976 971as static or diminished over time, but that it did not
ncrease. In other words, it was thought that the capacity
o form new synapses was lost by the time the brain
eached its mature adult form. In contrast, recent studies
ndicate that the adult brain has a significant degree of
lasticity and that neurons are continuously born from
eural stem cells in the subgranular zone of the hip-
ocampal dentate gyrus and in the subventricular zone
f the lateral ventricles.
A novel high resolution retrovirus-mediated method
as been used to follow neurogenesis in the adult mouse
rain, and to map the connectivity and fate of nascent
eurons in the dentate gyrus. This method exploits the fact
hat green fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing replica-
ion-deficient Moloney murine leukemia virus can be di-
ectly injected into the mouse dentate gyrus, where it only
ig. 4. Similar model-network activity from different network properti
enerated very similar activity in spite of widely differing cellular and s
onductances of the model network shown in a and b, respectively. Th
Na); a slow transient Ca2 current (CaS); a transient K current (a); a
yperpolarization-activated inward current (H). Scale bars0.5 s andntegrates (and generates GFP) in actively dividing cells. nsing this method, adult hippocampal neurogenesis has
een detected (as GFP fluorescence) in mouse (Fig. 5),
onfirming and extending evidence for neurogenesis in rat,
at, birds, tree shrew, marmoset, rhesus monkeys and
umans. Interestingly, adult neurogenesis is regulated by
xternal stimuli; more nascent neural cells are generated
nd make synapses in response to mental stimulation or
hysical exercise (such as running on a treadmill) and
ewer in response to stress and aging.
Immunoelectron microscopic studies in the dentate gy-
us showed that GFP-labeled nascent neurons form axo-
endritic and axo-spinous synapses with hilar interneurons
nd CA3 neurons by the third week of neurogenesis. Nas-
ent neuronal spines appear to target pre-existing syn-
pses, and computational studies suggest that this phe-
omenon is non-random. To test the function of these
Voltage traces from two model pyloric networks. The two networks
roperties. (c, d) Selected membrane conductances (top) and synaptic
neurons shown here (AB/PD, LP, PY, see text) feature a Na current
pendent K current (KCa); a delayed rectifier k current (KD); and a
Reproduced with permission from Prinz et al., 2004 Nat Neurosci.)es. (a, b)
ynaptic p
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976972hannelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) was expressed in the progeny
f dividing neural precursors in the adult dentate gyrus,
nd the post-synaptic response to light stimulation was
uantified in acute hippocampal slices. The results dem-
nstrated that the newly formed synapses are fully func-
ional, as measured by release of glutamate onto postsyn-
ptic targets in the dentate gyrus.
Adult neurogenesis has also been examined in trans-
enic mice expressing GFP from the neuro-specific pro-
oter for transcription factor Sox2, a marker of embryonic
tem cells and neural stem cells. Initial studies revealed
hat GFP is expressed in cells with both radial and non-
adial morphology in the granular zone of the dentate
yrus, and that GFP and Sox2 expression persists in a
ubfraction of non-radial cells. These data suggest that
ox-2 expressing neural cells are capable of self-renewal,
n this model system. To examine stem cell fate and mon-
tor neural stem cell differentiation over time, transgenic
ice with a Flox-stop-inactivated GFP cassette were in-
ected with virus expressing a Sox2-promoter driven GFP–
re-recombinase fusion protein. This allowed regulated
ctivation of GFP-expressing neural cell progenitors. Cell-
ype specific markers (i.e., BLBP, PROX1, DCX, GFAP,
-100b) and incorporation of BrdU were then monitored at
ultiple time points after Cre recombinase-mediated acti-
ation of GFP. The results indicated that Sox2-expressing
ig. 5. Adult neurogenesis in the mouse hippocampus. The retrovira
eta-actin promoter and cytomegalovirus immediate-early enhancer) w
onfocal microscopy was used to visualize GFP-labeled (green) adult-
nd nuclei (blue) are shown. (Provided by Fred H. Gage with thanksells in the dentate gyrus have the capacity for self-re- Lewal as well as the capacity to give rise to neurons and
strocytes. Although these neural stem cells did not spon-
aneously differentiate into oligodendrocytes in this model
ystem, enforced expression of achaete–scute complex
omolog-like 1 (Ascl1) induced them to express oligoden-
rocyte markers (i.e., myelin basic protein, NG2, glutathi-
ne-S-transferase–, oligodendrocyte transcription factor
) in a context-dependent manner. Interestingly, forced
xpression of Ascl1 had no effect on neural stem cells in
itro or in the subventricular zone. This suggests that
eural stem cell fate is not immutable, but is re-program-
able, in a context-dependent manner.
im Bliss London, UK
The future of the past: new approaches to exploring the
ole of the hippocampus in memory. Long-term potenti-
tion of chemical synaptic transmission was first demon-
trated in anaesthetized rabbits, when it was observed that
igh frequency trains of electrical stimulation (tetani) to the
ippocampus resulted in a sustained increase in the am-
litude of field EPSPs at perforant path synapses in the
entate gyrus. In subsequent studies, the mechanisms of
TP have been examined in hippocampal slices main-
ained in vitro. In this system, tetani are usually delivered to
chaffer collateral/commissural fibres projecting from CA3
o CA1 pyramidal neurons. In more recent experiments,
expressing GFP from the CAG promoter (a combination of chicken
d into the dentate gyrus of 6 to 7-week-old mice. Immunofluorescence
rons in hippocampal sections 17 days post-injection. Astrocytes (red)
ei Zhao and Kim Strecker.)l vector
as injecteTP has been detected at individual synapses in cultured
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976 973ippocampal slices using confocal microscopy and an in-
racellular fluorescent calcium indicator. This system has
evealed that changes in release probability underlie LTP
t single non-silent synapses and has provided evidence
hat single hippocampal synapses can exhibit multiple sta-
le levels of potentiation or depression, and that LTP in-
uced at silent synapses is expressed by postsynaptic
echanisms.
LTP is thought to be involved in memory, at least in
art because it is a mechanism by which activity can
apidly induce long term change in brain function. RG
orris and his colleagues have formalized this idea in a
ynaptic plasticity and memory (SPM) hypothesis, which
tates that “activity-dependent plasticity is induced at hip-
ocampal synapses during memory formation, and is both
ecessary and sufficient for the information storage under-
ying hippocampus-dependent memory.” If the SPM hy-
othesis is correct, it should be possible to demonstrate
he following: (1) agents that block LTP block learning; (2)
earning is associated with the induction of LTP; (3) rever-
al of LTP reverses memory and causes forgetting; and (4)
elective potentiation of a neural circuit induces memory.
hile the SPM hypothesis is now widely accepted, strong
mpiric evidence in support of the SPM hypothesis and its
redictions has been difficult to obtain by reductionist
ethods commonly used to study LTP, learning and mem-
ry. Therefore, new approaches are needed to test the
PM hypothesis.
Molecular genetic approaches may provide tools for
electively inhibiting or modulating synaptic activity in
emory-specific neural subnetworks, and for testing the
PM hypothesis and its predictions. This approach distin-
uishes itself from earlier approaches, in that it proposes to
anipulate a group of synapses (a neural assembly) spe-
ifically involved in encoding a hippocampus-dependent
emory. Specific “immediate early genes”, including
if268 and Arc, are upregulated in hippocampal neurons
ithin 30 min after the induction of LTP. The promoters of
mmediate early genes, which have been cloned and char-
cterized, could be used to drive LTP-dependent expres-
ion of agents that block, potentiate or label neurons in-
olved in an LTP-associated memory. Using this ap-
roach, it may be possible to identify hippocampal neurons
hat encode a specific memory, to destroy a specific mem-
ry, or to induce LTP/memory in a neural subnetwork. In
rder to selectively label hippocampal neurons involved in
specific memory, one could induce LTP in transgenic
ice that express ferritin, an MRI-contrast enhancing
gent, from the Zif268 promoter, and then track memory
nduction using high resolution MRI. Similarly, in order to
electively erase a memory, one could induce LTP in
ransgenic mice that express an ivermectin-sensitive chlo-
ide channel from the Zif268 promoter, and subsequently
ilence the network of neurons activated by and encoding
hat memory by treating the mice with ivermectin. These
ovel and powerful approaches are currently being devel-
ped to test, and hopefully prove or disprove, at a network
evel the predictions of the SPM hypothesis. weter Seeburg Heidelberg, Germany
Dissection of hippocampal information processing by
enetic AMPA and NMDA receptor subtype manipulation
n the mouse. The hippocampus is thought to play a
ignificant role in learning and memory through acquisition,
torage and recall of spatial and context-dependent infor-
ation. Hippocampus-dependent learning requires gluta-
atergic and GABA-ergic receptors, which are involved in
ediating activity-dependent synaptic plasticity. Three glu-
amate receptor subtypes have been identified in the brain:
he AMPA receptor, the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) re-
eptor, and the kainate receptor. These receptor subtypes
re expressed in distinct brain regions and are differentially
ensitive to several glutamate antagonists and analogues.
MPA and NMDA receptors are multimeric proteins with
ultiple isoforms, and the AMPA and NMDA receptor sub-
nits are encoded by the GluR-A/GluR-B/GluR-C/GluR-D
also known as GluR1/GluR2/GluR3/GluR4) and NR1/
R2A/NR2B genes, respectively.
The role of AMPA and NMDA receptors in learning and
emory has been examined in mutant mice with constitu-
ive or conditional knockout of one or more receptor sub-
nits in distinct brain regions. The functional effects of
artial or complete receptor knockout have been com-
ared by measuring performance of wildtype and mutant
ice in a series of information processing tasks. These
asks include the Morris water maze, Y-maze and radial
azes, which test spatial reference memory, the T-maze,
hich tests spatial working memory, as well as tasks that
est pattern separation, pattern completion, contextual fear
onditioning and cued fear conditioning. All of these infor-
ation processing tasks require glutamatergic synaptic
ransmission in the hippocampus, as indicated by the fact
hat mice with hippocampal lesions are unable to perform
ny of these learning tasks, while sham-operated mice
erform as well as wildtype mice.
GluR-A is expressed throughout the mouse brain, but
ost prominently in the hippocampus, where the GluR-A/
luR-B heteromer is the most abundant AMPA receptor
somer. GluR-A knockout mice develop normally and are
iable as adult animals; however, GluR-A knockout mice
isplay reduced synaptic strength and altered distribution
f GluR-B in the hippocampus. Tetanus-induced field LTP
s absent in GluR-A knockout mice, but spike-time-depen-
ent LTP appears to be normal. Performance on tasks that
equire spatial reference memory (Morris water maze, Y-
aze and six-arm radial maze) is normal, while perfor-
ance on tasks that require spatial working memory (T-
aze) is severely impaired. Although hippocampal lesions
blate both types of learning, GluR-A appears to be re-
uired only for the latter, which is dependent on short-term
abituation instead of incremental associative learning.
nterestingly, GluR-A knockout mice show improved long-
erm habituation relative to wildtype mice, suggesting that
hort-term habituation could interfere with associative
ong-term habituation in certain contexts.
NMDA receptors are glutamate-gated cation channels
ith high Ca2 permeability that are essential for synaptic
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976974lasticity in glutamatergic neurons in the forebrain. The
rimary NMDA receptor subtypes in these neurons of adult
ice are NR1/NR2A and NR1/NR2B receptors. NR2B is
lso expressed during embryonic development and is es-
ential for viability. NR2A is only expressed postnatally,
nd it is not required for viability. Because mice survive
ith global knockout of NR2A, as shown by Prof. Mishina’s
aboratory, or upon conditional Cre recombinase-mediated
orebrain-specific knockout of NR2B, these mutant animals
an be used to analyze the role of NMDA receptors in
earning and memory.
The phenotype of mice with global knockout of NR2A is
imilar to, but somewhat less severe than, the phenotype
f GluR-A knockout mice. In particular, NR2A knockout
ice demonstrate nearly normal tetanus-induced field
TP, impaired pairing-induced cellular LTP, robust spatial
eference memory (Morris water maze, Y-maze, radial
aze), and selective loss of spatial working memory (T-
aze). In contrast, forebrain-specific knockout of NR2B
esults in severe impairment in both spatial reference
emory (Morris water maze, Y-maze, radial maze) and
ig. 6. Selective TeTX-mediated doxycycline-regulated degradation o
ntibodies was performed on hippocampal sections from CA3–TeTX
ontaining diet, or cycled through Dox-on Dox-off periods, as indicated in the ex
rom Nakashiba et al., 2008 Science.)patial working memory (T-maze), as well as impaired
erformance on non-spatial cognitive tests, including novel
bject recognition and visual discrimination learning, which
re conserved in hippocampal-lesioned animals. However,
hen NR2B knockout is restricted to principal cells of
orsal CA1 and dentate gyrus granule cells, a much less
evere phenotype is observed, which includes selective
eficits in short-term habituation and spatial working mem-
ry, but intact spatial reference memory.
usumu Tonegawa Cambridge, MA, USA
Hippocampal circuits and episodic learning and mem-
ry. The hippocampus plays a role in multiple types of
pisodic memory, including spatial memory and contextual
ear memory. Region specific knockout of NMDA receptor
ubunit, NR1, in the hippocampus has implicated the CA3
egion in pattern completion and rapid encoding, and the
entate gyrus in pattern separation.
The hippocampus has two parallel excitatory path-
ays: the trisynaptic pathway consists of a loop from the
ntorhinal cortex via the dentate gyrus¡ CA3¡ CA1 and
in CA3 pyramidal neurons. Immunofluorescence staining with VAMP2
nic or control. Mice were either maintained on a doxycycline (Dox)-f VAMP2
transgeperimental time-line at the top of the figure. (Adapted with permission
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M. Sander et al. / Neuroscience 163 (2009) 965–976 975ack to the entorhinal cortex, while the monosynaptic path-
ay carries information in a loop from the entorhinal cortex
ia CA1 back to the entorhinal cortex. The differential role
f the tri- and mono-synaptic pathways in different memory
ubtypes and aspects was determined by selectively in-
ctivating synaptic transmission in a spatially-restricted, cell
ype-specific, temporally-regulated manner. For instance,
his was achieved by selective expression of a transgenic
etanus toxin gene that is restricted to CA3 pyramidal cells
n a temporally controllable manner. These mice are nor-
al when maintained on a diet containing doxycycline.
owever, in the absence of doxycycline, VAMP2 is selec-
ively degraded in CA3 pyramidal cells, and trisynaptic
athway-dependent brain function is blocked, while mono-
ynaptic pathway-dependent brain functions are unaf-
ected (Fig. 6). These animals perform normally in incre-
ental spatial learning tasks, such as the Morris water
aze, but are impaired in rapid one-trial learning of a novel
ontext (contextual fear conditioning) and pattern comple-
ion-based memory recall (Fig. 7). These behavioral phe-
otypes correlate well with the results of in vivo recordings
f CA1 pyramidal cells: in a novel environment the tuning
ig. 7. Characterization of trisynaptic-loop deficient transgenic mice.
ice and control (CT) littermates after 4 weeks of doxycycline (Dox) w
lopes. B. Performance in Morris Water Maze test for TG mice and co
ear conditioning (kinetics of averaged freezing and re-freezing over
Adapted with permission from Nakashiba et al., 2008 Science.)f mutants’ CA1 place cells is severely impaired while theepeated exposure to the environment significantly im-
roves the spatial tuning. These data demonstrate that the
risynaptic pathway is required for rapid contextual learn-
ng, while the monosynaptic pathway is sufficient for slow,
ssociative multi-trial learning tasks.
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